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On-campus Instructional Spaces:
Adaptation for Fall 2020

Thank you to the 42 units that 
• met with us in “office hours” in July and August by deadline, so instructors could prepare
• iterated on solutions as DLC plans and Commonwealth guidance changed
• updated Registrar requests for daily adjustments in August
• asked other questions about campus operations to improve experiences for their faculty, staff, and 

students over the summer months
• helped identify other space challenges that we will address in coming weeks



On-campus Instructional Spaces:
Principles

Ø Enable MIT educational mission for students and by faculty & staff
Ø Establish clear “Covid capacity” of rooms consistent with all current health and government guidance

Ø Minimize mixing of students (larger cohort) during instructional blocks
Ø Minimize sectors in use for classes, if capacity allows

Ø Enable enhanced cleaning of learning spaces between instructional blocks
Ø Enable compatibility with other student, staff, and faculty needs (biobreaks; access point transit)
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Status Update

• 1,377 Total Classes
• Virtual: 1,181
• Hybrid (Virtual+On

Campus): 115
• On Campus: 81

42 DLCs
• 38 Schedules Approved
• 4 Pending final 

confirmation details this 
week

• On-campus sessions with space assigned
• Covid capacity of rooms à more sessions than classes
• Covid capacity determined by MIT is listed for all

possible instructional spaces, AND Commonwealth 
maximum is 25 persons in the same room at any time.
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Status Update
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confirmation details 
this week
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ZZZ=virtual, 
just so we 
could keep 
track of all MIT 
classes and 
sessions

By sector view for each DLC

Reminder: 
This means 
class 
components 
on campus 
(e.g., 2 
recitations), 
which can be 
greater than 
the number 
of subject 
listings on 
campus

ü .

ü .

ü .

ü .
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By building #

Used to consider other building uses and population density drivers, 
schedule cleaning shifts, and prepare for local ramp downs as necessary

ZZZ=virtual, 
just so we 
could keep 
track of all MIT 
classes and 
sessions



Buildings

Instructional Sectors
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MIT Instructional Sector Map (DRAFT)

Example: Sectors D and M, P-R, V-W have no scheduled UG or G classes.



On-campus Instructional Spaces:
How will this work?

Ø Registrar lists on-campus meeting locations for all classes online (like normal); informs DLCs (like normal)
Ø Student Covid Pass linked to registered class sector locations
Ø Adaptations: 

Ø We all tap our cards at access points…patient, paced entry to sectors for instructional blocks at 
specific building doors (see maps maintained current online)

Ø Restrooms single occupancy
Ø Elevators reduced occupancy
Ø Meals between classes may require pickup (student meal plan)
Ø Wipe in/wipe out of space used for instruction between each class, in addition to Custodial Services 

cleaning between instructional blocks
Ø For these reasons, on-campus instructional class sessions should start 10 min after and end 10 min 

before the stated class meeting period.



On-campus Instructional Spaces:
What’s next?

Ø Complete four pending DLC assignments; Registrar posting
Ø Extracurricular and experiential learning space discussions underway
Ø Additional card-accessible doors to be shared on all maps, aligned with start of in-person classes (8 Sept)

Ø Outdoor space use guidance for Registrar-listed on-campus classes (process TBD to be communicated 
before start of in-person classes so by 8 Sept)

Ø NOTE that MIT Now communicated over weekend that maximum number of people in any outdoor
group on campus is currently 10.

Ø Interstitial space use for virtual/on-campus student schedules



On-campus Instructional Spaces:
Questions/Answers from 9am call

Ø Who stocks the cleaning supplies, so instructors and students can wipe in/out?
Ø MIT Custodial Services will provide containers of disinfecting wipes and signage in rooms for which there are 

Registrar-listed classes. Signage there indicates where/how to dispose of wipes after each person wipes 
in/wipes out of his/her/their own instructional space working area at the beginning and end of that on-
campus class session. 

Ø DLCs can order more from the Covid Store for their instructors to use in classrooms, but we don’t think it will 
be necessary for this purpose.

Ø If instructor finds supplies missing from room assigned to on-campus class session, contact Marty O’Brien, 
Senior Manager of Campus Services (mobrien@mit.edu or 617.253.6728).

Ø Who puts students (G or UG) on Covid Access/Pass so they can get in to MIT campus for registered classes?
Ø Not the DLCs
Ø If students are resident on campus, DSL will add students who have registered classes 
Ø If students are not resident on campus, IS&T will add students who have registered classes



On-campus Instructional Spaces:
Questions/Answers from 9am call

Ø Can you tell us more about ventilation in MIT’s assigned instructional spaces?
Joe Higgins, as VP for Campus Services & Stewardship, has shared the following info with several units who have inquired about campus space and ventilation analysis: 
Based on the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Commonwealth of MA guidance, it is clear that the most effective ways to limit the spread of Covid-19 are the safety measures our 
community is already taking: practice physical distancing, wear face coverings, wash hands often, clean and disinfect frequently, limit the number of people in spaces, and isolate people who 
become infected. According to CDC workplace FAQ, “The risk of spreading the virus that causes Covid-19 through ventilation systems has not been studied, but is likely low.” In other words, 
the risk of infectious virus particles passing from one office to another through the ventilation or air conditioning is not a known high risk. While this is not a known high risk at present, experts 
recommend keeping windows and doors open when feasible. We encourage an ethos of social distancing and mask use at all times in the presence of others. 

A dedicated team from MIT’s Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS) and Facilities Engineering is reviewing ventilation strategies for each building, and exploring opportunities to increase 
outdoor air ventilation and improve Indoor Environmental Quality where we can, improve HVAC filtration to MERV-13 or the highest level achievable, and keep systems running longer hours 
(24/7 if possible). At a minimum, all installed ventilation systems will be operated as they are designed to maintain indoor environmental air quality.

Throughout this process, MIT has been consulting with experts, including infection control professionals and MIT faculty, and monitoring emerging guidance. MIT staff stand ready to evaluate 
and implement new guidance on any emerging standards, or guidance from medical experts and public health officials. We are working with the Associate Dean of Engineering/Professor Anette 
(Peko) Hosoi on her modeling tool to help speed information gathering and understanding of the ventilation, occupancy, and time duration use of instructional spaces.

Practical operational steps we are taking include:
• Confirm that existing central air handling units are functional and operating
• Confirm that exhaust fans in building restrooms are functional and operating
• Confirm that windows in restrooms can be opened, weather and window type permitting
• Modify existing central air handling units to run longer hours (if possible)
• Increase outdoor air ventilation to improve Indoor Environmental Quality (unit type permitting)
• Adjust demand-control ventilation systems (based on occupancy and unit type)
• Improve system filtration materials (unit type permitting)


